Application development and security practices are often at odds. Application development is concerned with creating software quickly with the most features possible in the minimum amount of time. Application security is concerned with finding and removing security vulnerabilities and releasing software when critical security risks have been mitigated.

Many project stakeholders see application security practices as an increase in scope that adversely impacts the software delivery schedule. In order to build secure applications, it is important to align application development and security practices. Our analysis has found that one of the best ways to do that is to integrate secure code analysis and security testing into CI. CI is a software development practice where members of a team integrate their work frequently, verifying each integration by an automated build/test process to detect integration errors as quickly as possible [1]. Using CI, the time and effort to build security into the development process can be minimized, making teams more likely to include security practices in their software development process and thereby reducing the risk of a successful attack.

Immediate Notification
CI ensures that ongoing changes to the source code do not break the intent or design of the software. If a change does break the software, that break is identified immediately and can be fixed with a minimal cost and impact to the project’s schedule.

CI started with the notion that each CI cycle should make a clean build from an up-to-date checkout from the source code repository, and that a set of unit tests should be run against the clean build as a regression against the changes in the code base. If the build and unit tests pass, then the recent changes broke the software. If the build or unit tests fail, then the changes broke the software, and the CI server immediately notifies the team that the software is broken.

Secure Development
CI is now the foundation for serving many crucial software development process tasks. Originally focused on compiling and unit testing, CI practices have grown and evolved over time. They now include expanded practices, such as functional testing and code analysis to evaluate the health of a project. By integrating security testing and secure code analysis, CI can be further leveraged to include secure development practices while minimizing the amount of extra effort required to get the benefits of secure development. Since it is tied to CI, security testing and secure code review begins when a project begins and runs continuously throughout project development. With CI, security vulnerabilities testing becomes part of the regression test bed, executed automatically with each successive build on the CI platform.

Changing Testing Economics
Technology advances have changed the economics of testing, allowing more aggressive approaches to testing than historically possible. Using CI for build, test, and analysis automation has increased the depth and breadth of tests while also making them faster and less expensive. By making it cheap and easy to perform tests, teams are encouraged to test more and test sooner in the development cycle, reducing the cost of fixing bugs. It has also made it easier for managers and non-technical stakeholders to understand project progress and health.

For many projects, testing has gone from a process that slowed deployment down to one that provides true quality assurance, in turn helping stakeholders have more confidence in their projects. By reducing the cost of many quality control aspects of application development, teams have been able to use those controls more often and more effectively and have accelerated development while improving quality. This same change can be applied to security practices integrated into CI. The reduced cost of gathering security vulnerability data will encourage teams to collect the data more often and sooner in their development cycle, reducing the cost to fix issues such as cross-site scripting and SQL injection.

Building Security Testing Into CI
In order to integrate static code analysis and security testing into CI, a few key pieces of software are needed. Organizations should select a specific application for each of the software categories (as shown in Table 1), bearing in mind that some products might fit into more than one category. For example, Microsoft’s Team Foundation Server (TFS) [2], fits into the CI server, Source Code Repository, and Issue Tracking categories.

Choosing the Right Tools
It is possible to build a completely open source CI process that includes static code analysis and security testing. SecureCI is one example of a CI product that is made of all open source tools and can be downloaded and used free of charge [3]. There are also many good commercial products that, in some cases, provide more value than their open source alternatives, such as the Web crawling capability of AppScan and WebInspect.

There are many tools to choose from, ranging from unsupported to company-supported open source software to commercial software that is developed and maintained completely by the company that created it. In other words, an organization can purchase support contracts to commercial software—products that are then developed and maintained completely by the company that created them. There are even some commercial software products that are free to use but come with some restrictions, such as a limited number of users. There is no correct or incorrect tool as long as the acquired software works together and can meet organizational objectives.

Tool Integration
In general, the CI server will be the integration hub and orchestrator for a CI process. CI servers come with integration
application programming interfaces (APIs) for many of the tools an organization puts in its toolset so that working with those tools will be easy. If there isn’t an API for one of the selected tools, CI servers can be extended using scripting languages and compiled code plug-ins. This flexibility means that an organization can add any tools that can be scripted or programmatically controlled into their CI process, making it possible to add security practices to an existing CI process without having to reinvent that process. For example, with Hudson, in order to use PMD [4] or FindBugs [5] for static code analysis, all that is needed is creation of a build job that uses an Ant [6] build to run the tool. You then point the tool’s Hudson [7] plug-in to the XML reports created during the Ant build. The plug-in picks up the reports and parses them for display using HTML and generated graphics.

The CI server market is full of both open source and commercial products. Many of the open source CI servers have commercial support contracts available. Because of the mature CI server market, there is no advantage in using either open source or commercial products. The exception to this statement is when an organization is considering development ecosystem suites like Microsoft’s TFS and Visual Studio suite.

Integrating security testing tools requires a little more work. The application under test needs to be deployed and running because security testing tools work by interacting with the application, analyzing the requests and responses from the point of view of a Web browser. This means that the CI server will have to deploy to an application server, start it, and then kick off the security testing tool. While it seems like a lot of work, there are a number of good examples on the Internet to help get started. The commercial security testing tools can be configured to just launch and crawl an application.

Creating Multiple Complementary Builds to Support Specific Needs

One of the first things organizations will notice about using static code analysis and automated security testing tools is that build times—the time it takes to go through a CI process—will increase significantly. Because of this increase, it is common for projects to use multiple CI jobs. The different jobs are set to run on different intervals and for different reasons. For instance, most teams have a quick job that runs within 10 minutes of a check-in and produces a result within 10 minutes. This quick job consists of a clean build and only executes unit tests. This quick build tells the developers that the new code works and that all of the unit tests pass (i.e., the code hasn’t introduced defects into previously working code). Many teams will also use longer running tests (a couple of hours), compiling the project and running the unit tests, while also executing other kinds of tests (e.g., database tests and automated functional tests). These tests take longer to complete and have a longer feedback cycle. By executing multiple jobs, an organization can provide the team with feedback as quickly as possible for a given type of feedback. Finally, many projects have jobs running from once a day to once a week that perform static analysis or security testing. This allows the processes to run at their own pace without slowing down other test processes.

The selection of a source code repository is generally based on what already exists in an organization’s environment. From the overall goal of building security into applications, the choice of source repository makes little difference—it just needs to work with the CI server.

Utilizing Both Commercial and Open Source Tools

There is a healthy marketplace for issue tracking applications having both open source and commercial products.

Commercial issue tracking software has an advantage over open source in terms of the reporting and integration options. Commercial applications tend to have a better and more customizable reporting system and tend to integrate more with (usually commercial) software that might be used in an overall development process. That said, many projects and organizations don’t need or use the extra capability of commercial issue tracking software. For small project teams or small companies, open source issue tracking software works just fine. For large enterprises with multiple related development projects, a commercial issue tracking application may offer needed features that can justify the cost of acquiring the software.

Open source unit testing tools are usually frameworks that provide a core unit testing capability. These tools require a developer to write and maintain unit tests. If the developer follows the conventions of the framework, running unit tests is very simple and easy and many CI servers can read and report on the results. The commercial products in the space build on top of the open source tools by adding the capability to generate unit tests. The commercial tools will scan the source code and determine how to exercise the code paths (in the source code) in order to get 100 percent test coverage and possibly add negative unit tests.

We have worked on projects that have used both developer-written unit tests and tool-generated unit tests. When dealing with security features, it is important to write comprehensive unit tests that exercise both the positive and negative paths.
Application security is a priority for DoD applications, given the always on, global nature of the DoD mission. At the same time, it is important to make application security work within the development practices in common use among DoD development teams. By integrating application security practices with CI, we can address both the security needs of the applications as well as the efficiency and cost-effective requirements of the development teams.

through the code. Many security defects come from security features that don’t have a proper fail-safe method for when there are program or data processing errors. Negative testing—or the testing for failure paths in the source code—addresses the correctness of failure states and can show that a specific security feature can fail safely when something unexpected happens. If there is a large legacy code base that doesn’t have unit tests, using a tool to generate unit tests is a good way to add tests quickly. Keep in mind, however, that the project team still needs to review all of those tests, change some, remove others, and write new tests covering situations that the tools couldn’t.

Security Testing Tools

Security testing is an excellent way to discover many of the security vulnerabilities in an application. These tools are run against an application, usually in a testing environment, in its production configuration. One goal of this testing is to determine if the application has defects, making it vulnerable to outside attack while in production; another is to see if the application will fail safely when attacked. Failing safe has different meanings to different applications, with the basic guideline that an application should not give users unauthorized information or allow them to take unauthorized actions.

In order to automate many open source security-testing tools, they will need to be used in conjunction with functional test tools. For example Ratproxy [8], a popular open source security-testing tool, can’t (unlike popular commercial security testing tools) crawl a Web application. This means that people using Ratproxy need to use another tool to crawl the Web application while Ratproxy is running. Another alternative is to have the testers use Ratproxy while they are conducting manual functional tests.

Another area where commercial security testing tools have an advantage is in reporting. Commercial security testing tools, like AppScan [9], have a customizable reporting capability that gives users numerous ways to report their findings (in order to conform to organizational standards or highlight different aspects of the findings for different audiences). The reporting capability also does a good job of explaining the findings—that is, how they can be exploited and remediated. In contrast, Ratproxy has only one report format that provides little detailed information about an issue beyond its name and where it was found. An analyst using Ratproxy has to figure out what the issue means and how to remediate it. Finding out this information isn’t hard, but it can be time-consuming.

Static Code Analysis Tools

Static code analysis tools examine the code base for many problems including security and code style issues, potential code defects, and race conditions. These tools are more akin to automated code review than to unit and integration tests. The difference between commercial and static code analysis tools mirror the differences found in security testing tools: Commercial tools have better reporting capabilities and provide more information on the nature of the findings and suggested remediation. Another area where some commercial tools have added value is in the depth of analysis. Fortify Software’s Source Code Analyzer [10] creates an entire model of the application under analysis, examining the data and control flow of the software to determine if there is a larger-context problem. Most open source static code analysis tools only look for problems in a local context (i.e., the immediate line of code, code block, or file).

Static code analysis can either be performed on the source code of an application or on the compiled binaries. For example, FindBugs runs against compiled Java class files. It can find bad practices, null pointer dereferences, static use of non-thread safe code, and security issues. PMD runs against Java source files. It can find dead code, performance issues, style issues, and potentially dangerous code practices. While there is overlap with FindBugs, using both is not considered redundant.

Data Analysis and Evaluation

Once the vulnerability data has been collected from both security testing and code analysis, it has to be analyzed and evaluated. The goal of this step is to decide if the findings are truly a problem and what to do about it. This step includes determining the priority and severity of the security issues and putting them into an issue tracking system. In order for application security practices to positively affect the project, issues uncovered in testing and analysis need to be tracked and fixed. By integrating security practices into CI, security issues are discovered and dealt with more quickly, in turn preventing many security risks from entering production and minimizing the possibility of exploitation.

Building application security practices into a project can be done with minimum impact to a project’s budget, schedule, and resources. Integrating security testing and secure code analysis into CI is the first step to building security into software. These practices help build security awareness by showing developers how and why their code is vulnerable. They give testers the tools needed to find many security vulnerabilities, and project managers a way to demonstrate the results of security practices. While it would be instructive to provide quantitative analysis of the benefits of integration CI and security, the practice is still new enough that no major studies have been conducted.

Application security practices are hard for many teams to adopt because they don’t have the time, budget, or resources needed. CI can help change the economics of security testing and analysis by giving project teams tools that can be deployed in their environment. These solutions can enable a team to quickly go from not considering security to a solid initial step in finding and proactively fixing security vulnerabilities.
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